I. Negro Life
James Baldwin, all volumes
Peter Abrahams, Tell Freedom
Lerone Bennett, Before the Mayflower
Ralph Ellison, The Invisible Man
Langston Hughes, Pictorial History of the Negro in America
Richard Wright, all volumes
African voices — anthology (paper)

II. Mathematics — the new math
Bell, The Makers of Mathematics
Carroll, Lewis, Symbolic Logic and — (Dover)
(There exists a "new" logic text excellent including an example of a mathematical system using 3 point geometry.)
Copi, Introduction to Logic

Mathematical Diversions
Pólya, How to Solve It (Penguin)
Robbins, What Is Mathematics?
Stien: Mathematics, the Man Made Universe
Tarski: Introduction to Logic
Sawyer, Mathematicians Diligent (Penguin
Prelude to Mathematics — (Penguin)
Berhoff and MacLane, Modern Algebra
Lindon, Set Theory
Meade, Analytic Geometry
Newman, The World of Mathematics
Random House Series on Mathematics (paperback)
in particular: Rational and Irrational Numbers
Inequalities
What Is Calculus?

SMSC Mathematics Series — Grades 4-12

III. Science:
Application of Physics to Mathematics (A Russian text in paperback— good for the imagination)
Campbell, What Is Science
Newman, What Is Science?

Prentice-Hall Biology Series:
Animal Behavior
Animal Physiology
The Living Cell etc.
Weiss, Biology text.
White, Physics text.

IV. English Texts
Cook, Leban, Baxter, Adventures in Appreciation, Harcourt, Brace,

V. Language Texts
Childrens' Books in foreign languages.

SUPPLIES
1. Toys and games, especially puzzles and building games, and blocks
2. Sports Equipment:

- volleyball
- dodgeball
- basketball
- croquet

3. Music

- kazooes
- guitars
- other instruments
- records and phonographs and tape recorders

4. Art supplies

- thin paint brushes
- water colors and other paints
- crayons
- construction and other art paper
- construction and other art paper
- prints

5. General

- typewriters
- blackboards
- pencils
- ball point pens
- paper
- magic markers
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